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Abstract
The purpose of the research described here is to study the implementation of
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) algorithms as an adequate means for propellant slosh simulations in 1g and 0g environments. The dualSPHysics solver has
been adapted for propellant slosh simulations. Simulated sloshing liquid frequency
and damping ratio data for 1g cases has been compared to existing experiments for
both spherical and prismatic container geometries. The 0g case has been studied to
determine what further modifications would be required to obtain realistic simulations results. The findings in this research will be used to create a sloshing simulation
to determine torques applied to a cubesat during operations.

Chapter 1
Background
1.1

Propellant Slosh

Sloshing effects are a common daily occurrence which many people experience as they
carry their morning coffee to the table. Any container, such as a coffee cup, filled
with a liquid needs to be carried carefully so that the liquid stays in the container
from even the smallest container movement. The holder of the container must pay
attention to the frequency of the liquid and adjust the movement of the container to
mitigate the slosh. This same effect occurs in many places in the aerospace field such
as in aircraft, satellites, and vehicles with liquid propellant tanks. Sloshing exists in
many other applications such as bodies of water on shore lines. Scientists take special
interest in both the oscillations of the liquid and the forces it induces on nearby
structures; for sloshing on shorelines those structures would include buildings laying
near the waters edge, and in aerospace examples, the structure effected by propellant
slosh would be the fuel tank. [1]
The resulting coupling of the dynamics between the sloshing propellant and the
vehicle itself raises many challenges for the operators of the vehicles. The motion of
liquid inside of aircraft and spacecraft is of special concern due to the percentage of
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total mass that the propellant makes up. Where most vehicles such as cars and trains
have structures which greatly out weigh the amount of fuel, aerospace vehicles do not.
In aircraft, the stability of the vehicle can be greatly affected by fuel sloshing. As an
example, the coupling of the wing vibration modes and the sloshing of the wing fuel
tanks can largely increase its flutter characteristics. [1]
Propellant slosh has become an ever increasing concern in the aerospace industry
since it first caused a catastrophic failure of a Jupiter rocket in 1957. As spacecraft
become larger and require more fuel, the effects of slosh become more prevalent.
Initial means of reducing the effects of slosh have been through creating barriers
within propellant tanks, known as baffles, as well as the use of bladders to lower the
propellant’s movement. These have the disadvantage of increasing structural weight
of the spacecraft. Finding a method of numerically modeling sloshing has become
key in determining what effect the slosh will have on certain spacecraft, especially
the correct natural frequency and damping rate. Larger spacecraft require more fuel
and are therefore affected more from the slosh whereas in smaller craft the reduced
mass of fuel in tanks may not require any major compensation for the torques created
by slosh. An up and coming method of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in the
engineering community is Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) which has many
advantages that make it a viable method when modeling fluid slosh.

1.2

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

SPH is a mesh-free CFD method that models a liquid as sets of discrete particles.
This method has the advantage of automatically focusing computational power into
locations of high density, unlike a pre-defined grid. Due to this advantage, SPH
has become popular in the astrophysics community for modeling galaxies and other
astronomical bodies. In SPH, each particle is considered to have its own mass so
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that mass is always conserved. The properties of each particle (density, velocity,
thermal energy, momentum) are based on its distance to the neighboring particles.
The distance is known as the smoothing length and is a key concept behind the SPH
method. If a particle lays outside another particle’s smoothing length then they have
no effect on each other and vice-versa, as represented in Figure 1.1. This means that if
particles begin to clump then they will increasingly affect the properties of each other
and the algorithm will focus on that area and not on the more dispersed particles
that do not affect the interaction of interest. The smoothing length is computed
using a kernel function, e.g. a Gaussian which has a maximum at the center of the
particle and it approaches zero as the distance goes to infinity. The Gaussian is an
example of a kernel function that nicely meets the criteria for a smoothing length.
The adaptability of SPH to rapidly changing flow is of great advantage when modeling
the potentially chaotic slosh in propellant tanks of spacecraft in orbit.

1.2.1

The Fundamental Equation of SPH

The SPH method states that an arbitrary function that describes a parameter of the
particle such as A(r) can be determined through the sum of its neighboring particles.
This is also know as interpolation theory [12].

A(r) =

Z

A(r 0 )W (r − r 0 , h)dr 0 ,

(1.1)

where h is the smoothing length and W (r − r 0 , h) is the kernel function.
The function at particle a can be approximated to be in the discrete form:

A(r) =

X

mb

b

Ab
Wab ,
ρb

(1.2)

where the mass of the particle is mb , the density is ρb and the kernel function relates
to Wab = W (ra − rb , h). The summation is of all particles that lie within the kernel
3

Figure 1.1: SPH Fundamental Layout
function relative to the particle of interest [7].

1.2.2

Kernel Function

The kernel function is a key term in determining the computational efficiency of a
SPH model. Wab must monotonically decrease as the distance from particle a increases
and the smoothing length goes to zero. The kernel also depends on the ratio between
smoothing length and the relative distance between particles q = rab /h, where rab is
the distance between particles and h determines the domain in which particles must
be considered. [3, 6, 8]. For this application the Wendland Kernel function, Equation
1.3, was used because of its high stability compared to cubic spline Kernel [3, 6, 8].
q
W (r, h) = αD (1 − )4 (2q + 1)
2
αD is 21/(16πh3 ) for a 3D case and 0 ≤ q ≤ 2

4

(1.3)

1.2.3

Momentum Equation

The momentum equation is
1
Dv
= − ∇P + g + Θ,
Dt
ρ

(1.4)

where Θ refers to diffusion term. Diffusion is the random motion of particles in a flow
due to molecular collision of the fluid. Viscosity acts in diffusion of momentum thus
the diffusive term depends on the type of viscosity used in the simulation [2]. The
simulations presented in this report used artificial viscosity making it the diffusion
term as described below [3, 6, 8].

Artificial Viscosity
The artificial viscosity used was introduced by Monaghan (1992) and is extensively
used primarily due to its simplicity. [6, 8]. Expressing Fig:1.4 in SPH terms the
following equation is obtained.
X
Pb Pa
dva
mb ( 2 + 2 + Πab )∇a Wab + g
=−
dt
ρb
ρa
b

(1.5)

Where g is the the acceleration of gravity and the SPH pressure gradient term is:
X
1
Pb Pa
(− ∇P )a = −
mb ( 2 + 2 )∇a Wab
ρ
ρb
ρa
b

Πab is viscosity:





−αc¯ab µab





vab rab ≤ 0





 0

vab rab ≥ 0

Πab =  ρ¯ab
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(1.6)

Where µab =

hvab rab
2 +η 2
rab

and rab = ra − rb ,position of the particle,vab = va − vb , velocity

of the particle of the particle k.ν 2 = 0.01h2 and α is a parameter that is changed with
each problem. [3, 6, 8]

1.2.4

Continuity Equation

The continuity equation is [5]:
dρa X
=
mb vab ∇a Wab ,
dt
b
Where v ab is va − vb , and in SPH

P

(1.7)

mb Wab = ρa (refer to Eq. 1.2) which are used

to determine the changes in density of the particles in dualSPHysics .

1.2.5

Equation Of State

The assumption mode in modeling a fluid is that it is slightly compressible. The
assumption allows the use of alternate method to determining the fluid pressure called
Tait’s Equation in place of Poisson’s equation which is much slower to compute. This
equation of state is a relationship between density and pressure [3, 6, 8].
"

P =B

ρ
ρ0

!γ

#

−1

where for water B = c20 ρ0 /γ, γ = 7, ρ0 = 1000 kg m−3 and c0 =

(1.8)
q

(∂P/∂ρ)

ρ0

For the fluid to be considered incompressible, the speed of sound must be at least
ten times greater than the maximum velocity of the fluid. This keeps the density
variations of the fluid at less than 1% which refrains the particles from slipping though
the boundaries. The time step of the dualSPHysics uses a Courant equation which is
based on the speed of sound. Since the time step is affected by the speed of sound,
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compressibility of the fluid is also set as to lower the speed of sound which keeps the
time step reasonable.
Where a basic state equation is: [12]

P = c2 ρ = Kρ

(1.9)

where c is the artificial speed of sound, ρ is the density, and K is the stiffness parameter.

According to Monaghan the density fluctuation is related to the Mach number as
follows [7]
∆ρ
≈ Ma 2
ρo

(1.10)

Where ρ is the respective density, ρ0 is the reference density, and Ma is the Mach
number. Also, knowing that the Mach number is determined by velocity over the
speed of sound:

Ma =

v
c

(1.11)

Now comparing density fluctuation to maximum velocity of a particle during a simulation.
∆ρ
Vmax
=
ρo
c


2

(1.12)

It becomes clear that as the artificial speed of sound, c, increases, the density fluctuation decrease so that if c is ten times larger than Vmax the density fluctuation will
be 1% [12].
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1.2.6

Particle Movement

DualSPHysics uses the eXtended Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (XSPH) variant
from Monaghan, 1989 [3, 6, 8].
X mb
dra
= va + 
vba Wab
dt
ab
b ρ¯

(1.13)

where ρ¯ab = (ρa + ρb )/2 and  = 0.5. This equation moves the particle a at a velocity
that is the average of it’s neighboring particles which are defined by the smoothing
length.

1.2.7

Thermal Energy of the Particles

Once again we take from Monaghan an expression to determine the thermal energy
related to each particle.
!

1X
Pa P b
dea
=
mb
+ 2 + Πab vab ∇a Wab
dt
2 b
ρ2a
ρb

(1.14)

where Πab is the viscosity term which was calculated by using the artificial viscosity
method which was explained earlier in this report [3, 6, 8].

1.2.8

Time Stepping

Due to the high velocities found in the sloshing examples predicted, a Symplectic
numerical time stepping scheme was implemented. In considering the momentum
equation 1.4, density equation 1.7, position equation 1.13, and energy density equation 1.14 in the form of [4]:

The momentum equation:
dva
= Fa
dt
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(1.15)

The density equation:
dρa
= Da
dt

(1.16)

dra
= Va
dt

(1.17)

dea
= Ea
dt

(1.18)

The position equation:

The energy density equation:

Symplectic schemes are widely used in particle modeling because they are time
reversible, easy to implement, and conserve momentum and total energy over long
simulation times [3, 6, 8].

The density and acceleration values are first calculated half way through each time
step.

n+ 21

ρa

n+ 12

ra

= ρna +

∆t dρna
2 dt

(1.19)

= rna +

∆t drna
2 dt

(1.20)

t = n∆t where n is the time step.

The pressure is found using Tait’s equation of state. Once density and acceleration
1

values are found midway through the time step,

d(ωi ρi v i )n+ 2
dt

is then used to find the

velocity as well as position of the particles at the end of the time step.
1

n+1

(ωi ρi v i )

n+ 12

= (ωi ρi v i )

9

∆t d(ωi ρi v i )n+ 2
+
2
dt

(1.21)

n+ 12

= ra
rn+1
a
Change in density,

dρn+1
a
,
dt

+

∆t n+1
v
2 a

(1.22)

is calculated at the end of the time step using the new v n+1
a

and rn+1
values. [7]
a
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Chapter 2
Modeling
2.1

DualSPHysics

DualSPHysics is an open source code created by the Universida de Vigo, The University of Manchester, Johns Hopkins University, and The University of Rome based
on a Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics model named SPHysics . It was developed
to study free-surface fluid flow in cases where the traditional Eulerian methods are
not practical to use. The program was created using C++, Computer Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) and Java codes and it was designed to simulate. SPHYsics was
validated for wave breaking, dam-break behavior, and wave interaction with coastal
structures [3, 6, 8].
As stated in the DualSPHysics guide, although the SPH can simulate fluid parameters precisely, it requires an excessive amount of time. This has been a concern as
to the practicality of this method until recent advances in Graphic Processing Units
(GPUs) which can handle large quantities of data compared to Central Processing
Units (CPUs). DualSPHysics is based on SPHysics but uses the processing capability of the computer’s GPU. The DualSPHysics code uses CUDA which is a parallel
programming framework/language for GPUs. This allows DualSPHysics to handle
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Figure 2.1: GPU Performance [3, 6, 8]
much larger simulations than the SPHysics code that it is based on. DualSPHysics
has been used for research to be completed on semi-powerful desktops as opposed to
other SPH codes which required large computer clusters to run relatively small simulations. The computer used in this research utilized a Nvidia GeForce GTX660Ti
graphics card which performs SPH code calculations more than 50 times faster than
current CPUs as shown on Figure 2.1.
To reduce the frequency with which the GPU transfers data to the CPU and
thus reduce runtime, the neighbor list and system updates are also run on the GPU
which make interactions between the two processors minimal. One difference between
the two codes is that the GPU method cannot take the particle interactions to be
symmetric because the GPU global memory is irregular during particle interactions
so it is necessary to have a large number of active warps to hide any time delay of
memory access. Without this simulation would be divergent [3, 6, 8].
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2.2

DualSPHysics Formulation

DualSPHysics implements the governing equations and methods above to simulate
free surface flows. The following list is what DualSPHysics uses for its SPH model
and the method’s corresponding documentation. This is not a full list, only the
capabilities used in this research are listed below. The formulation uses the equations
discussed in section 1.2 and more details of the implementation and the algorithms
are given in the DualSPHysics guide [3, 6, 8].
 Time integration scheme:

– Symplectic
 Variable time step
 Kernel functions:

– Quintic Wendland kernel
 Kernel gradient correction
 Shepard density filter
 Viscosity treatments:

– Artificial viscosity
 Weakly compressible approach using Taits equation of state
 Dynamic boundary conditions
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Chapter 3
Validation
To validate DualSPHysics, simulation results have been compared to two experiments
where both the system’s frequency and damping coefficient were analyzed. The experiments have been chosen by the amount of experimental data that they provided
as well as the geometry that they used. The first case is an experiment with a spherical tank and the second case studies sloshing in a prismatic tank. The nano-satellite
tank that this SPH model will eventually be used for has a propellant tank similar
to the rectangular geometry of the second case. The validation was only performed
for cases at standard gravity due to a lack of data for micro-gravity experiments.
The comparison between these two sets of results should give high confidence in the
accuracy in the SPH simulation for standard gravity.

3.1

Spherical Tank Validation

The first experiment that has been employed for validating DualSPHysics was performed by Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in collaboration with NASA. The
experiment focused on the damping of fluid in an 8in diameter sphere container with
a fill factor of 60%. The initial excitation was linear and small enough so that no
breaking waves were created [9].
14

Figure 3.1: Spherical Experiment Setup [9]
The experiment was configured as shown in Figure 3.1. The spherical tank was
suspended at the top by two cables which allowed the container to oscillate freely. The
linear actuator to the right of sphere provided the initial excitation and was attached
to a force transducer which provided the experiment’s reading. The liquid used is
water which was colored green to allow for easier observation of the experiment [9].
This case is relatively simple and provides good frequency and damping data which
are the two required inputs for the satellite’s attitude control system.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 3.3. The data was normalized so
that the maximum would cross the y-axis at 1.
The graphed line of Figure 3.2 oscillates back and forth as the liquid sloshes from
wall to wall moving the sphere towards and away from the force transducer. As
expected, the magnitude of the waves diminish as energy is dissipated through the
wall as well as heat transfer and, to minimal part, sound. The rate of underdamped
oscillation is similar to that of a mass-spring-damper system and it is modeled as a
simple unforced second order ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients
[9].
The damping rate is found using an exponential fit of the positive peaks from an
experiment that was first given a small excitation and then allowed to dissipate on
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Figure 3.2: Spherical Tank Results [9]
its own. As shown in Figure 3.3, the positive peak data points were plotted and then
an exponential fit was used to determine the decay rate of the system.
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Figure 3.3: 8inch Exponential Decay [10]
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The damping ratio is found from an exponential fit by considering the form:

y = Aebx

(3.1)

Where A is the y value when the function crosses the y-axis. This case was
normalized so that A = 1. The variable b is the damping rate so that for the compared
experiment the fluid’s rate was b = −0.0656 [9]. The b value for damping of positive
values must always be negative or else the system would grow to be infinity and be
considered unstable.

3.2

Prismatic Tank Validation

The second case that has been employed for validation studied the sloshing amplitude
in a partially filled prismatic tank. The experiment was performed by P.Pal [11]. The
experiment used capacitance probes to measure slosh heights at multiple locations,
Figure 3.5, for different external excitations on the tank. Once again this data has
been used to determine the frequency and damping factor for the liquid.
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Figure 3.4: Rectangular Experiment Setup [11]
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Figure 3.4 shows the experimental setup for the second validation case. This
experiment used a shaking table to create the initial unidirectional excitation and
allowed a maximum amplitude of 0.06m. The tank has the dimension of 0.5 x 0.35
x 0.4. The liquid used was water which was colored to make observation easer. Six
probes were used to measure slosh amplitude and were placed in accordance with
Figure 3.5. Data taken from the SPH simulation comes from the same locations as
the probes.

Figure 3.5: Slosh Amplitude Probe Position [11]
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Table 3.1: Slosh Frequencies vs Liquid Height - Prismatic Tanks [11]
Depth Ratio, h1
0.175
0.200
0.225
0.250

Abramson, ωns (Hz)
4.959
5.236
-

Experimental Values, ωns (Hz)
4.9578
5.1491
5.2346
5.3267

The experiment was performed by applying a 5.236rad/sec frequency with an
amplitude of 0.0005m. Frequency and amplitude data was taken for different fill
factors and then compared with accepted values. The frequency values are listed in
table 4.2 and compared values from Abramson [1].
The data from these two cases will be compared with their equivalent SPH model
in the results section of this paper.
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1

2D Spherical Tank Simulation in 1g

The spherical tank DualSPHysics simulation was first run as a two-dimensional simulation to reduce computational time until the model’s parameters could be adjusted
to match the frequency and damping rate of the experiment. Once the results were
considered to be accurate the simulation was run in 3D. The spherical tank remained
stationary and the fluid was initialized with a velocity of 0.065m/s in the x-direction
as per reference [9]. Figure 4.1 describes the simulation parameters. Where a larger
smoothing length of 1.7 was used to adequately transfer velocity from particle to particle which provided proper damping characteristics. The coefficient speed of sound
was also set to a larger than normal value of 30 which kept the density of particles
from fluctuating, thus providing a more stable solution.
The fluid height was measured near the wall of the spherical container at x = 0.5.
The simulation duration is 17 seconds of real time at a computational output rate
of 100 per second. Figure 4.5 is a normalized graph of the results. Local positive
peaks were found using MATLAB. The peaks are used to find the exponential fit
of the systems damping is similar the method employed in the related experiment.
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Table 4.1: 2D Spherical Container Simulation Conditions
Condition
g
Sphere Radius
Fill Factor
Fluid Velocity
Fluid Density
# of Particles
Time Step
Smoothing Length
Particle Distance
Coef. Speed of Sound


Value
9.81
0.1016 (8in)
60%
0.065,0,0
1000
40937
1e−7
1.7
0.0007
30
0

Units
m s−2
m
m s−1
kg m−3
s
m
-

The natural frequency is found using the modified covariance estimation method for
Power Spectral Density (PSD). The periodogram can be seen in Figure 4.7.
To insure that the simulation would accurately represent fluid slosh it was important to verify that the weakly compressible model used by DualSPHysics did not
allow for the fluid density to fluctuate. The compressibility is related to the artificial
speed of sound coefficient which makes the fluid nearly incompressible as it becomes
larger. The speed of sound coefficient used for this case is 30 which is a relatively
high value. The only reason that a larger speed of sound value isn’t used is to reduce
computation time.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the density of the particles representing water, (ρ =1000
kg/m3 ), does not fluctuate by any significant amount throughout the simulation.
This is extremely important to verify before continuing with any further analysis as
it would be impossible to have realistic slosh simulation if the fluid was taken to be
compressible.
Figure 4.3 shows the same simulation as Figure 4.2 but with velocity contour. The
liquid damping can clearly be seen as the velocity of the fluid decreases. Some small
vortices of particle can be seen as well which is likely due to the increased viscous
effect that the boundaries have due to the increase smoothing length coefficient. The
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Figure 4.1: SPH Model with 0.065m/s Initial Velocity
vorticity contours are shown in Figure 4.4. The vorticity contours at the bottom of
the tank make physical sense as these vortices are experienced by a person who swims
under an ocean wave. The interaction between the wave and the ocean floor create
similar vortices. The larger the smoothing length coefficient the larger the influence
neighboring particles have on the particle of interest, this includes wave velocity but
unfortunately also the boundary effects. It has been determined that finding the
correct frequency of the system is the goal of this research and thus some concessions
had to be made to be able to find the desirable results.
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=4 sec

(c) t=8 sec

(d) t=10 sec

(e) t=14 sec

(f) t=17 sec

Figure 4.2: Density Contours for Sphere Geometry
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=4 sec

(c) t=8 sec

(d) t=10 sec

(e) t=14 sec

(f) t=17 sec

Figure 4.3: Velocity Contours for Sphere Geometry
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=4 sec

(c) t=8 sec

(d) t=10 sec

(e) t=14 sec

(f) t=17 sec

Figure 4.4: Vorticity Contours for Sphere Geometry
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Figure 4.5: Fluid Contours of Freely Oscillating Fluid in Spherical Tank
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Figure 4.6: Exponential Fit 2D Freely Oscillating Fluid
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16

Using the same methodology as explained in the validation chapter of this report,
the exponential fit of the freely oscillating fluid was found. The data was normalized
so that the maximum value of the fluid slosh height was unity. The positive wave
peaks, as marked with dots on Figure 4.5, were extracted from the data and used for
the fit. The MATLAB fitting tool was used with 95% certainty to find the damping
ration. The results showed the function y = Aebx to have the values of A = 1 and
b = −0.06125. which is the damping rate. The comparison of the findings with the
experiment are outlined in Table 4.2
Modified Covariance Power Spectral Density Estimate
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Figure 4.7: First Mode Frequency using Power Spectral Density
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Table 4.2: Damping Frequency (Hz) Percent Error 2D Sphere Tank
Experimental SPH Simulation
0.06564
0.06125
2.026 Hz
2.125 Hz

Percent Error
6.63%
4.88%

The related experiment had implemented a CFD model to compare its results. In
the report fluid contours are displayed for multiple time steps. Figure 4.8 compares
the contours between the SPH model (on the right) and a fluent model (on the left)
of the spherical tank simulation. It can be seen that the contours are nearly identical
for the three points in time. The images on the left of Figure 4.8 are from paper [10].
This comparison along with the frequency and damping results are promising. A 3D
spherical tank model can now be made with these results in mind.

Figure 4.8: Fluid Comparison Between Fluent and SPH Models
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4.2

3D Spherical Tank Simulation

The 2D Spherical Tank model is expanded out to a 3D simulation for comparison
of results. The simulation conditions are kept to nearly the same values, however,
due to simulation time constraints on the research computer the particle spacing and
coefficient speed of sound are slightly altered. Table 4.3 shows the initial condition
for the 3D simulation. The XML file used in for the simulation is located in the
appendix of this report.
Table 4.3: 3D Spherical Container Simulation Conditions
Condition
g
Sphere Radius
Fill Factor
Fluid Velocity
Fluid Density
# of Particles
Time Step
Smoothing Length
Particle Distance
Coef. Speed of Sound


Value
9.81
0.1016 (8in)
60%
0.065,0,0
1000
147839
1e−7
1.7
0.0035
20
0

Units
m s−2
m
m s−1
kg m−3
s
m
-

As for the 2D spheric simulation, the 3D simulation is initialized with a instantaneous velocity on the fluid at 0.065m/s as shown in Figure 4.9. The figure visualizes
the fluid as an isometric surface so that different parts of the fluid can be distinguished
easily. The fluid appears rounded at the corners of the free surface, however, this is
due to the iso surface creation which attempts to smooth out the fluid. When the
simulation is viewed with particles the fluid fills in the all empty space in the tank
up to its 60% fill factor.
The 3D isometric visualization is a good way to look at the damping trend of the
system, however, a sliced 2D view gives a better direct comparison. The 2D cross
section of the vorticity contours is shown in Figure 4.11. As can be seen, the vorticity
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Figure 4.9: 3D SPH Model with 0.065m/s Initial Velocity
contours reside much closer to the boundaries of the 3D system but have a smaller
magnitude which means they are rotating slower. The majority of the vortices are
located in the top left of the 2D slice which may be due to the boundary interaction
issues between the fluid particles and boundary particles.
Modeling fuel slosh in 3D is shown to be more difficult with DualSPHysics. To
insure correct liquid damping the smoothing length is increased. The increase in
smoothing length insures that very little velocity is lost when transferred from neighboring particles. The disadvantage with increasing the smoothing length is that it
also increases the impact that boundary particles have on fluid particles. The effects
include increase in viscosity and for a spherical geometry the fluid surface doesn’t
reach the boundary.
Figure 4.10 shows the liquid’s oscillations after the initial 0.065m/s instantaneous
velocity applied on it. The wave initially propagates in the same way that its 2D
equivalent does, however, the wave dampens much quicker until the liquid’s movement
is inconsequential at t = 10sec. Attempting to increase the smoothing coefficient so
that the damping decreases creates large interferences and instability between the
boundaries and the fluid. Particles begin to repel from the containers edge and
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=4 sec

(c) t=8 sec

(d) t=10 sec

(e) t=14 sec

(f) t=17 sec

Figure 4.10: Velocity Contours for Sphere Geometry
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=4 sec

(c) t=8 sec

(d) t=10 sec

(e) t=14 sec

(f) t=17 sec

Figure 4.11: Vorticity Contours for Sphere Geometry
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clump together in the center.
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Figure 4.12: 3D Spherical Tank Amplitude Oscillation
There is enough data to obtain the damping factor. Figure 4.12 is the freely
oscillating fluid inside the 8in sphere. The MATLAB code has found the peaks in the
data which are used in the exponential fit procedure explained earlier in this report.
Some of the points created by MATLAB do not line up with the data because as
the change in amplitude decreases to an infinitesimal size it makes finding peaks
difficult for MATLAB. The misread data occurs once the oscillations have reached
their minimum and are not expected to affect the outcome of the exponential fit.
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Figure 4.13: Exponential Fit 3D Freely Oscillating Fluid
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Table 4.4: Damping Frequency (Hz) Percent Error 2D Sphere Tank
Experimental SPH Simulation
0.06564
0.0546
2.026 Hz
2.602 Hz

Percent Error
14.2%
28.4%

Figure 4.13 shows the resulting fit of the freely oscillating fluid. Recalling that
y = Aebx the damping factor, x, is found to be b = −0.0546 This smaller value
indicates that the fluid is more damped when compared to its equivalent 2D model
as expected from Figure 4.12.
Modified Covariance Power Spectral Density Estimate
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Figure 4.14: 1st Mode Frequency using Power Spectral Density
Power Spectral Density using the Modified Covariance method has found the
system frequency to be 2.6Hz. Using the data collected, comparison can be made the
equivalent experiment.
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Figure 4.4 makes it clear that the 3D experimental results are much worse than
the results of the 2D simulation. Many forms of this experiment have been performed
but the results have been even worse or altogether unstable. A solution must be
found to allow for the increase of smoothing length coefficient without causing large
surface friction at the boundaries.
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4.3

2D Prismatic Tank Simulation

The prismatic tank simulation focuses on the matching of frequency as well as wave
pattern. A constant frequency is applied to the container which makes the simulation
more prone to being unstable as well as loss of particles through the boundaries. The
tank constantly oscillates laterally with an amplitude of 0.0025m
The Prismatic Tank simulation was initialized with the following conditions.

Table 4.5: 2D Prismatic Simulation Conditions
Condition
g
Box Dimensions
Fluid Density
# of Particles
Time Step
Smoothing Length
Particle Distance
Coef. Speed of Sound
Frequency
Amplitude


Value
Units
9.81
m s−2
0.5,0.35,0.4
m
1000
kg m−3
30,000
−7
1e
s
1.9
0.0007
m
30
5.236
Hz
0.0025
m
0
-

The initial state of the system is shown in Figure 4.15 where the velocity is zero
at the moment before the 5.236Hz oscillations begin. Figure 4.16 shows that density
contours for the 2D prismatic container simulation. It is observed that the density
does not fluctuate throughout the experiment and is an indication that the simulation
is stable.
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Figure 4.15: Prismatic Tank SPH Model Setup (t=0)
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=0.5 sec

(c) t=1.0 sec

(d) t=1.5 sec

(e) t=2.5 sec

(f) t=3.0 sec

(g) t=3.5 sec

(h) t=4.0 sec

Figure 4.16: Density Contour in 2D Prism
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Figure 4.17 shows the escalation of the waves inside the prismatic container as
it oscillates with a frequency of 5.236Hz. Due to the rapid oscillations of the container, it was harder to find stable parameters for this simulation. DualSPHysics was
originally designed for simulation of breaking ocean waves on shorelines. Because of
this, alteration had to be made to insure that velocity is properly transfered between
particles in this simulation. The most influential parameter for velocity transfer was
the smoothing coefficient. The coefficient was increased which allowed for much more
realistic wave propagation in the tank. As for the spherical container simulation,
increasing the smoothing coefficient also affects how much influence the boundary
particles have on the fluid particles. A larger coefficient unrealistically slows down
the fluid particles as if there is an additional viscosity. Increasing the number of
particles greatly reduces this issue but also increases the simulation time. An acceptable compromise between these parameters was found to allow for better transfer of
velocity but keeping simulation run times under an hour for 2D cases and under 8
hours for 3D cases.
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=0.5 sec

(c) t=1.0 sec

(d) t=1.5 sec

(e) t=2.5 sec

(f) t=3.0 sec

(g) t=3.5 sec

(h) t=4.0 sec

Figure 4.17: Wave Development in 2D Prism
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=0.5 sec

(c) t=1.0 sec

(d) t=1.5 sec

(e) t=2.5 sec

(f) t=3.0 sec

(g) t=3.5 sec

(h) t=4.0 sec

Figure 4.18: 2D Prism Vorticity Contours
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Figure 4.19: Oscillation Comparison with Experimental Data

Figure 4.19 compares the wave oscillations between the simulation and experiment.
It can be seen that overall the simulation follows the same trend as the experimental
data. It can be seen that at the end of the oscillation cycle (around 7 seconds) the
wave amplitude stalls due to dissipation of energy. The simulation has a slightly
higher frequency than the experimental data but the difference is small.
Using Power Spectral Density (Figure 4.20) on the simulation oscillation data,
the system’s frequency was found to be 5.25Hz. The Burg Power Spectral Density
method was used as it was capable of capturing both the primary and secondary
frequency of the system. The experimental recorded frequency was 5.236Hz making
the percent error 0.2 %. The frequency results with the wave trend observation show
strong evidence of a valid model.
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Burg Power Spectral Density Estimate
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Figure 4.20: Power Spectral Density 2D Prismatic Container
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Table 4.6: Frequency Percent Error 2D Prismatic Tank
Experimental SPH Simulation
5.236 Hz
5.25 Hz

Percent Error
0.2%

For convenience the percent error data has been listed in Table 4.6
A stable 3D simulation model of the 2D prismatic container could not be performed with dualSPHysics due to not having robust enough boundary conditions.
When run, the simulations would not properly propagate waves and the particles
would clump together and repulse from the boundaries. Unlike the static 3D spherical container simulation, these boundaries are dynamic and therefore, a stable solution
is more difficult to find.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Although SPH shows large potential for accurately and efficiently solving sloshing
cases, the current methodology is too case specific to be of use for simulations in the
near future. To properly simulate fluid frequency and damping of a system, parameters such as the artificial speed of sound and smoothing length must be adjusted
for each geometry. There are many consequences to adjusting these values such as
large increases in simulation time and more importantly, allowing the boundary to
particles to have too profound of an impact on the fluid. This is of special concern in
regards to 0g cases in which there is little experimental data to assure that the SPH
model is behaving properly.
The simulations performed in this report have shown that it is possible to obtain
a reasonably accurate 2D sloshing model with SPH. When expanding a simulation to
3D the accuracy greatly diminishes and computational time increases. More time may
allow for correct results to be found in 3D, however, the results show the difficulty of
how dependent SPH is on the geometry it is being implemented in.
There are currently many different types of CFD software that can accurately
simulate slosh in 1g and 0g. SPH codes such as dualSPHysics require implementation
of additional algorithms to increase the robustness of sloshing simulations in SPH.
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Once SPH becomes more robust it will produce more accurate simulations than other
methods and will be able to perform them more efficiently with its mesh less framework. SPH is a promising but not quite robust enough method for simulating slosh
cases studied in this report.
In the appendix of the report are the results of a brief study into SPH for 0g
environments. The object was to observe the bulk mass movement in the container.
It was found that the SPH model could model the wave propagation through the
surface of the fluid but the bulk mass remained near stationary.
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Appendix A
Application for Microgravity
Environment
Due to the results of the validation experiments outlined in the previous chapters of
this report, it is clear that the DualSPHysics model can be used to simulate liquid
sloshing in 1g environments for specific cases. The 2D simulation results of damping ratio and natural frequency give are reasonable when compared to experimental
results. The future goal of using SPH models will be to accurately simulate liquid
slosh in a 0g environment as well as be more robust in 1g. When the environment
becomes 1g, gravity is clearly no longer the governing property. Attributes such as
wetting effects and surface tension become the main contributions to the system’s
slosh results. It is difficult do determine the accuracy of such simulations without
expensive experiments either in-orbit or in an aircraft which flies parabolic patterns
to simulate 0g conditions. The purpose this research report was to find a SPH model
that would run stable simulations and adjust the model so that slosh could accurately
be modeled in a 1g environment. In addition to this study the author found it important to study what future work would be required to further adjust the model to
allow for 0g simulations.
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It is important to note that although zero-g slosh attributes would be inaccurate
without at least adding wetting effects, contact angles, and surface tension, it is
possible to simulate the maximum bulk mass movement for liquid inside a tank. This
could be considered a type of worst case scenario simulation which engineers could use
to create an initial design of the fuel tank or use for stability and control applications.
The simulation would not be ideal but still useful.

A.1

Bulk Mass Movement Simulation

Although many properties such as wetting effects are lacking from DualSPHysics, the
overall movement of the liquid mass can be still be simulated. As an example of bulk
mass simulations two cubic containers were simulated in 0g-g. The first was excited
at 0.1m/s normal to the YZ plane, the second was excited at the same velocity but
at 45 degrees from the YZ plane. The purpose of these simulations is to observe the
overall movement of the fluid as a whole.
DualSPHyics does not allow for the direct use of zero-g in the program as it creates
an error with the calculation of particle densities. To work around this the simulation
simulated in micro-gravity which is g = 10− 6m/s2 . Every object in the simulation
was scaled up so that gravity would be equivalent to micro-gravity. This is all possible
because DualSPHysics does not have units, therefore, as long as all objects are scaled
by the same factor the programs physics remain intact.

A.2

3D Cube Simulation Normal Excitation

Using the information obtained from the previous simulations in this paper, the SPH
model was applied to a new geometry that has physical comparison. Due to the
similarity between the 3D cube and the prismatic container, the same conditions
were used.
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Table A.1: 3D Cube Simulation Normal Excitation Simulation Conditions
Condition
g
Box Dimensions
Fluid Velocity
Fluid Density
# of Particles
Time Step
Smoothing Length
Particle Distance
Coef. Speed of Sound


Value
Units
9.81
m s−2
0.5,0.35,0.4
m
0.1,0,0
m s−1
1000
kg m−3
180752
−7
1e
s
1.7
0.0007
m
30
0
-

Figure A.1: 3D Bulk Mass Normal Excitation SPH Model Setup
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Figure A.2 is similar to the other 3D simulations in that the wave frequency
dampens quickly. The container has a fill factor of 90% which does not allow the
initial wave to obtain a high amplitude. It appears that the bulk mass of the liquid
remains stationary. Further research would include simulating other fill factors in the
same conditions to see how fill factor effects mass movement and liquid damping.
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=0.2 sec

(c) t=0.4 sec

(d) t=0.6 sec

(e) t=0.8 sec

(f) t=1.0 sec

Figure A.2: Initial Wave Propagation in Prismatic Tank With Initial Excitation
Normal To YZ Plane
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A.3

45 Degree Excitation Cubic Container

This simulation has nearly identical conditions as the previous cubic container, however, this initial excitation is the equivalent of 0.1m/s 45 degrees from the YZ plane.
Table A.2: 3D Cube Simulation 45 Degree Excitation Simulation Conditions
Condition
g
Box Dimensions
Fluid Velocity
Fluid Density
# of Particles
Time Step
Smoothing Length
Particle Distance
Coef. Speed of Sound


Value
Units
9.81
m s−2
0.5,0.35,0.4
m
0.0707,0.0707,0 m s−1
1000
kg m−3
191152
1e−7
s
1.7
0.0007
m
30
0
-

Figure A.3 shows the wave propagation at 45 degrees. This wave dampens faster
than the simulation with an excitation normal to the container’s edge. The tanks
have a Fill Factor of 90%, therefore, there is limited space for the liquid’s motion.
The wave created by the initial velocity translates across the free surface while the
primary mass of the system remains in place.
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(a) t=0 sec

(b) t=0.2 sec

(c) t=0.4 sec

(d) t=0.6 sec

(e) t=0.8 sec

(f) t=1.0 sec

Figure A.3: Initial Wave Propagation in Prismatic Tank With Initial Excitation
Applied 45 Degrees To YZ Plane
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Appendix B
DualSPHysics Run Files
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CaseSloshingScaled_Sphere_Def
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<case app="GenCase v1.0:004 (03-05-2011)" date="04-05-2011 21:14:53">
<casedef>
<constantsdef>
<lattice bound="2" fluid="1" />
<gravity x="0" y="0" z="-9.81" />
<cflnumber value="0.2" />
<hswl value="0.2032" auto="true" />
<coefsound value="30" />
<coefficient value="1.7" />
<gamma value="3" />
<rhop0 value="1000" />
<eps value="0" />
</constantsdef>
<mkconfig boundcount="240" fluidcount="10" />
<geometry>
<definition dp="0.0007">
<pointmin x="-0.01" y="0.1016" z="-0.01" />
<pointmax x="1.01" y="0.1016" z="0.2134" />
</definition>
<commands>
<mainlist>
<setshapemode>dp | bound | real</setshapemode>
<setmkbound mk="0" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawsphere radius="0.1016">
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="0.1016" y="0.1016" z="0.1016" />
<setdpctes ctespherenumsides="10000"/>
</drawsphere>
<shapeout file="tank" reset="true"/>
<setdrawmode mode="full" />
<setmkfluid mk="0" />
<fillbox x="0.1016" y="0.1016" z="0.06">
<modefill>void</modefill>
<point x="0" y="0" z="0"/>
<size x="0.2032" y="0.2032" z="0.12192"/>
</fillbox>
<shapeout file="propellant" reset="true"/>
</mainlist>
</commands>
</geometry>
<initials>
<velocity mkfluid="0" x="0.065" y="0" z="0"/>
</initials>
</casedef>
<execution>
<parameters>
<parameter key="DeltaSPH" value="0.1" comment="DeltaSPH value, with 0
disabled (def=0.1)" />
<parameter key="StepAlgorithm" value="2" comment="Step Algorithm
1:Verlet, 2:Symplectic (def=1)" />
<parameter key="VerletSteps" value="40" comment="Verlet only: Number of
steps to apply Eulerian equations (def=40)" />
<parameter key="Kernel" value="2" comment="Interaction Kernel 1:Cubic
Spline, 2:Wendland (def=1)" />
<parameter key="ViscoTreatment" value="1" comment="Viscosity Formulation
1:Artificial, 2:Laminar (def=1)" />
Page 1

Figure B.1: XML DualSPHysics File 2D Sphere
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3D_Sphere_Def
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<case app="GenCase v1.0:004 (03-05-2011)" date="04-05-2011 21:14:53">
<casedef>
<constantsdef>
<lattice bound="2" fluid="1" />
<gravity x="0" y="0" z="-9.81" />
<cflnumber value="0.2" />
<hswl value="0.2032" auto="false" />
<coefsound value="20" />
<coefficient value="1.7" />
<gamma value="7" />
<rhop0 value="1000" />
<eps value="0" />
</constantsdef>
<mkconfig boundcount="240" fluidcount="10" />
<geometry>
<definition dp="0.0035">
<pointmin x="-0.01" y="-0.01" z="-0.01" />
<pointmax x="1.01" y="0.2134" z="0.2134" />
</definition>
<commands>
<mainlist>
<setshapemode>dp | bound | real</setshapemode>
<setmkbound mk="0" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawsphere radius="0.1016">
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="0.1016" y="0.1016" z="0.1016" />
</drawsphere>
<shapeout file="tank" reset="true"/>
<setdrawmode mode="full" />
<setmkfluid mk="0" />
<fillbox x="0.1016" y="0.1016" z="0.06">
<modefill>void</modefill>
<point x="0.0025" y="0.0025" z="0.0025"/>
<size x="0.1982" y="0.1982" z="0.12142"/>
</fillbox>
<shapeout file="propellant" reset="true"/>
</mainlist>
</commands>
</geometry>
<initials>
<velocity mkfluid="0" x="0.065" y="0" z="0"/>
</initials>
</casedef>
<execution>
<parameters>
<parameter key="DeltaSPH" value="0.1" comment="DeltaSPH value, with 0
disabled (def=0.1)" />
<parameter key="StepAlgorithm" value="2" comment="Step Algorithm
1:Verlet, 2:Symplectic (def=1)" />
<parameter key="VerletSteps" value="40" comment="Verlet only: Number of
steps to apply Eulerian equations (def=40)" />
<parameter key="Kernel" value="2" comment="Interaction Kernel 1:Cubic
Spline, 2:Wendland (def=1)" />
<parameter key="ViscoTreatment" value="1" comment="Viscosity Formulation
1:Artificial, 2:Laminar (def=1)" />
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Figure B.2: XML DualSPHysics File 3D Sphere
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part_freq_compare_Def
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<case app="GenCase v1.0:004 (03-05-2011)" date="04-05-2011 21:14:53">
<casedef>
<constantsdef>
<lattice bound="2" fluid="1" />
<gravity x="0" y="0" z="-9.81" />
<cflnumber value="0.2" />
<hswl value="0.4" auto="true" />
<coefsound value="30" />
<coefficient value="1.9" />
<gamma value="7" />
<rhop0 value="1000" />
<eps value="0" />
</constantsdef>
<mkconfig boundcount="240" fluidcount="10" />
<geometry>
<definition dp="0.001">
<pointmin x="-0.3" y="0.15" z="-0.3" />
<pointmax x="0.7" y="0.15" z="0.5" />
</definition>
<commands>
<mainlist>
<setmkbound mk="0" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawbox>
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="0" y="0" z="0" />
<size x="0.5" y="0.35" z="0.4" />
</drawbox>
<shapeout file="tank" reset="true"/>
<setdrawmode mode="full" />
<setmkfluid mk="1" />
<fillbox x="0.25" y="0.15" z="0.07">
<modefill>void</modefill>
<point x="0.0007" y="0.0007" z="0.0007"/>
<size x="0.4986" y="0.3486" z="0.0886"/>
</fillbox>
<shapeout file="propellant" reset="true"/>
<setmkbound mk="1" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawbox>
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="-0.004" y="-0.004" z="-0.004" />
<size x="0.508" y="0.358" z="0.408" />
</drawbox>
<shapeout file="simulation_space" reset="true"/>
</mainlist>
</commands>
</geometry>
<motion>
<objreal ref="0">
<begin mov="1" start="0" />
<mvrectsinu id="1" duration="20">
<freq x="5.236" y="0" z="0" />
<ampl x="0.0025" y="0" z="0" />
<phase x="0" y="0" z="0" />
</mvrectsinu>
</objreal>
</motion>
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Figure B.3: XML DualSPHysics File 2D Prism
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bulk_mass_Def
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<case app="GenCase v1.0:004 (03-05-2011)" date="04-05-2011 21:14:53">
<casedef>
<constantsdef>
<lattice bound="2" fluid="1" />
<gravity x="0" y="0" z="-9.81" />
<cflnumber value="0.2" />
<hswl value="100000" auto="false" />
<coefsound value="4000" />
<coefficient value="1.0" />
<gamma value="7" />
<rhop0 value="1000" />
<eps value="0" />
</constantsdef>
<mkconfig boundcount="240" fluidcount="10" />
<geometry>
<definition dp="2000">
<pointmin x="-150000" y="-150000" z="-150000" />
<pointmax x="150000" y="150000" z="150000" />
</definition>
<commands>
<mainlist>
<setmkbound mk="0" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawbox>
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="0" y="0" z="0" />
<size x="100000" y="100000" z="100000" />
</drawbox>
<shapeout file="tank" reset="true"/>
<setdrawmode mode="full" />
<setmkfluid mk="1" />
<fillbox x="50000" y="50000" z="50000">
<modefill>void</modefill>
<point x="0" y="0" z="0"/>
<size x="100000" y="100000" z="90000"/>
</fillbox>
<shapeout file="propellant" reset="true"/>
<setmkbound mk="1" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawbox>
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="-5000" y="-5000" z="-5000" />
<size x="150000" y="110000" z="110000" />
</drawbox>
<shapeout file="simulation_space" reset="true"/>
</mainlist>
</commands>
</geometry>
<motion>
<objreal ref="0">
<begin mov="1" start="0" />
<mvrect id="1" duration="0.1">
<vel x="100000" y="0" z="0" />
</mvrect>
</objreal>
</motion>
</casedef>
<execution>
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Figure B.4: XML DualSPHysics File Bulk Mass Normal Excitation
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bulk_mass_Def
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<case app="GenCase v1.0:004 (03-05-2011)" date="04-05-2011 21:14:53">
<casedef>
<constantsdef>
<lattice bound="2" fluid="1" />
<gravity x="0" y="0" z="-9.81" />
<cflnumber value="0.2" />
<hswl value="100000" auto="false" />
<coefsound value="4000" />
<coefficient value="1.7" />
<gamma value="7" />
<rhop0 value="1000" />
<eps value="0" />
</constantsdef>
<mkconfig boundcount="240" fluidcount="10" />
<geometry>
<definition dp="2000">
<pointmin x="-150000" y="-150000" z="-150000" />
<pointmax x="150000" y="150000" z="150000" />
</definition>
<commands>
<mainlist>
<setmkbound mk="0" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawbox>
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="0" y="0" z="0" />
<size x="100000" y="100000" z="100000" />
</drawbox>
<shapeout file="tank" reset="true"/>
<setdrawmode mode="full" />
<setmkfluid mk="1" />
<fillbox x="50000" y="50000" z="50000">
<modefill>void</modefill>
<point x="0" y="0" z="0"/>
<size x="100000" y="100000" z="90000"/>
</fillbox>
<shapeout file="propellant" reset="true"/>
<setmkbound mk="1" />
<setdrawmode mode="face"/>
<drawbox>
<boxfill>all</boxfill>
<point x="-5000" y="-5000" z="-5000" />
<size x="150000" y="150000" z="110000" />
</drawbox>
<shapeout file="simulation_space" reset="true"/>
</mainlist>
</commands>
</geometry>
<motion>
<objreal ref="0">
<begin mov="1" start="0" />
<mvrect id="1" duration="0.1">
<vel x="070700" y="070700" z="0" />
</mvrect>
</objreal>
</motion>
</casedef>
<execution>
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Figure B.5: XML DualSPHysics File Bulk Mass 45 Degree Excitation
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Appendix C
MATLAB FILES

% script for analyzing the oscillation data from the slosh experiments

% K. Field − Oct 03 2013 % Added logarithmic decrement calculator, w d,
% finding peaks

clear
clc
close all

% loads data from file − time is scaled by 100, velocity in meters per
% second

d = load( 'documentname.txt' );

t = d(:,1);
v = d(:,2);
dt = t(2) − t(1);
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sample freq = 1/dt;

i = 15; % what time step to begin taking sample from

% performs analysis
% h = spectrum.welch; % Creates a Welch spectral estimator.
% h = spectrum.periodogram('rectangular'); % periodogram spectral estimator
% h = spectrum.periodogram('triangular'); % periodogram spectral estimator
% h = spectrum.burg; % Creates a burg spectral estimator.
% h = spectrum.cov; % Creates a covariance spectral estimator.
h = spectrum.mcov; % Creates a periodogram spectral estimator.
% h = spectrum.mtm; % Creates a Thompson multi−taper spectral estimator.
% h = spectrum.yulear; % Creates a Yule−Walker spectral estimator.

Hpsd = psd( h, v, 'Fs', sample freq );
Hpsd = psd( h, v(i:end), 'Fs', sample freq );

% Calculate the PSD
% Calculate the PSD

%%% Finding Damped Frequency
% finding max of spectral estimator which is the damped frequency
%[pks,locs] = findpeaks(Hpsd,'SORTSTR','descend')
% w d = locs(1)
%
% %%% Finding logirithmic decrement
[y n,post] = findpeaks(v(15:end),'MINPEAKHEIGHT',0.01)
% determing peaks of slosh freq y n
%
% % logrithmic docrement
% decr = log(y n(11)/y n(20))
%
% % Damping Ratio
% zeta = decr/sqrt((4*(pi()ˆ2))+ decrˆ2);
%
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% %%% finding natural frequency
% w n = w d/sqrt(1−(decrˆ2));
%
%A = ((y n(1)/(exp(−zeta.* w n. *(post(1)*10ˆ−2))...
...*sin(w d. *(post(1)*10ˆ−2)+0))))/5.5;
% %A = ((y n(1)/(exp(−zeta.* w n. *(post(1)*10ˆ−2))...
...*sin(w d. *(post(1)*10ˆ−2))))); % determine constant of wave equation

% plots
figure( 1 ) % data vs time
plot( t, v, 'b', 'LineWidth', 2 ); hold on;
plot(t(post)+0.15,y n,'ok','markerfacecolor',[1 0 0]); hold on;
% Graph sin functions to match frequency
%plot(t(i:end), exp(−zeta.* w n. *t(i:end)).*A.*sin(w d. *t(i:end))...
...,'g', 'LineWidth', 2 );
%plot(post, y n);
axis tight
grid on

xlabel( 't, s')
ylabel( 'v, m/s' )

figure(3)

% PSD diagram

plot hndl = plot(Hpsd);

% Plot the PSD.

set( plot hndl, 'LineWidth', 2 )
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